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She thought she'd be stung by b! Bad math jokes aside, if you're a little rusty on the graphics skills or just want to break out of your y'mx'b, I have a few sheets you'll definitely appreciate! Linear equations come in many forms, ranging from graphic lines in a familiar form of slope interception and progressing through solving systems of equations or even inequality. As we have
moved through various linear algebra themes, most of these changes come up as areas that could help from some extra practice... and, as you would expect, I built quite a few printed line tables of the equation to fill the score! A great place to start is a handy slope intercept shaped like a cheat sheet. It summarizes the key steps for scheduling linear equations, or finding a slope,
interceptings, and a complete linear equation of two points. Print this, stick it in an algebra binder, and then move on to the actual graph sheets! A good place to start is learning how to schedule equations in the form of an interception of the slope. The transition from this type of sheet is to calculate the slope of the two points and determine whether the slope is zero, positive,
negative or uncertain. The reverse problem graph involves finding a line equation based on two points where children will use these slope calculation skills. Another less commonly used form of linear equations is the shape of the tilt point, and of course you will find some practical sheets to graph these equations as well. The section is completed by more advanced linear table of
equations, including the solution of linear equation systems through graphs and graphs of linear inequality. Another great tool for experimenting while working with linear equations is a handy slope calculator. You can enter the dots, or enter the slope and intercept, and this will give you the appropriate linear equation and graph showing two points on the resulting line. It's a great
learning tool, or just a quick way to knock out this equation if you have a few dots laying around. Graph of Linear Equations More Thought about Linear Equations? Let me know in the comments below! As we approach the start of another school year, we are increasing our review of some of the most troubling topics from the fifth grade, including negative numbers. We spent a lot
of time practicing basic additions and subtractions on the numerical line, and for many problems having an empty string of numbers around was an invaluable tool to test our work. But as we have used the number of lines for these core activities, they have actually become more of a major one for solving more conceptually difficult problems. As a result, we almost always have an
empty number line page on hand next to our multiplication chart and other linking mathematics. You'll find a number of lines come in handy when students are trying to understand a few different times and problems, ratios, conversions, and more. To help with these types of problems, I created a collection of rows of numbers with different ranges, including rows of fractional
number. Double number lines are useful for visualizing the ratio or solving some of the most complex word problems. There are also several specific number line applications for time and temperature problems. Number Lines You can check them on the link below, or if you have any other line number ideas, please drop the note in the comments section! Oh. So if you're like us,
last week there was a lot of uncertainty and a lot of changes. The closure of schools linked to coronavirus means that many families, including ours, will have children home from school. This means that in the midst of health issues and concerns, we will also pursue many more educational responsibilities. We've had frank conversations with girls about what a virus is and how it's
shared between people in the first place so they understand why their daily lives will be so different in the next few weeks. The most important thing for children is to understand that the disease is not something serious for them personally or for their parents, but by teaching to be safe with their health it can prevent the elderly or people who are already sick from getting much
worse. And that we will get out of this in time, and that their procedures will return to normal. At the same time, as adults, it is our responsibility to our children to show that life goes on even when major unexpected events occur. This is not the first time that a major disease has spread around the world, and this is not the first time the stock market has decided to ride a roller
coaster. Our parents have seen this before. Our grandparents have certainly seen this before... Indeed, many of those who are older than us have certainly experienced much worse global events. Our children will see fear and uncertainty in their lives again. It is our job today to set an example for them and teach them that calmness in the face of adversity looks like that in the
future, when they face problems, big and small, they are equipped to deal with it as adults. This may be the most important thing we can teach our children in the coming weeks. But a bit of multiplication practice can't hurt either. Stay calm and stay healthy. P.S. If you're looking for a great collection of distance learning materials for a variety of subjects, I encourage you to take a
look at this great list of resources collected on Albert.io. I found some real gems out there that I had not seen before! There has been a flurry of minor updates that I've been remissing in exchange, but if regular visitors notice a few handy additions popping up in the usual places. Earth Day next month and it's not necessarily a math topic I I'm I some fun Earth Day themed sheets
and empty homework paper that are definitely a fun addition to the day's discussion... Earth Day Mathematics Sheets Mathematics, of course, includes more than just arithmetic, and many topics, especially when we start working with word problems need common sense knowledge about world facts. Measuring and probability are two common features of many word problems
(and real world math!), which require a bit of background information that we as adults take for granted. I was a little surprised that my younger girls had very little knowledge about playing cards, and when we saw a few words of problem that implied basic knowledge about the composition of the deck of cards it brought this knowledge gap to light pretty quickly. To help with
probability and measuring knowledge, I created these two anchor charts that give an overview of these two topics. Try to print them out and have them on hand to practice word problems. The measurement chart is also a handy tool for the kitchen, and the probability figure is particularly proving useful on family play night where kids begin to understand how likely some of those
dice rolls turned out to be... Measuring The Probability Chart I hope you will check these resources and if you find them useful they make their way into your kids math binders! Regular readers know Dad is all about math sheets, but that doesn't mean he's not interested in mixing a bit of language skills art into the mix. And that's exactly what this new series of mathematical word
search puzzles is designed to do! Mathematics Word Search puzzles a lot of learning in mathematics is related to vocabulary, and when new math themes come up most of the overload can come in the form of trying to remember all the new terminology that appears. And beyond that, there is a real need to learn the correct spelling of all the new words that seem to be quickly
overlooked. Word search puzzles are one way to introduce new vocabulary maths and provide a good transition in learning and applying new concepts. The new puzzles cover a number of thematic areas, but you'll also find sets specific to individual class levels that have a number of common core to inspire terms suitable for each age. Give these new mathematical word search
puzzles a try, and watch this space for great announcements soon... These searches for words were so interesting to build that I am happy to share exactly how I built them... And how you'll be able to build some of your own! As we slide gently into the final weeks of the school year, a familiar math theme has surfaced in our current math curriculum... Interception equation and a
graph on the coordinate plane. Remember that you and the mx and anyone? Our 4th grader came home with some work on the subject, I think, with more goal exposure in preparation for next year treatment of linear equations, but it reminded me that it was a mathematical topic that I wanted to consider on the site for some time. When you study the slopes and intercepts both the
graphics and coordinate the planes, you will be ingested by drawing a lot of photos (and using a lot of paper graphics) that can get tedious. Especially if your lazy dad gets a few drawings wrong. That's where this chart slope calculator comes to the rescue... Slope Calculator This calculator calculates a string equation from two points you enter. It shows how the slope is calculated,
including reducing the fraction of the rise over mileage and providing a decimal equal. There's also a good summary on this page on how the calculator finds u-interception value once the slope and one of the dots are known to use the remake equations to intercept the slope, like b and y - mx. You can enter a point or intercept or slope and the schedule will be updated in real time
... This saves a ton of manual graphics to explain concepts, and allows you to move quickly between different graphs to explain things like positive and negative versus zero tilt lines. The interactive experience definitely makes explaining these ideas easier, and I'm sure it would be amazing on the smartboard class. I built this calculator using Vue.js, and this is the first addition to
the site using these tools since I built the Worksheet Connect app last year. I hope to use Vue to restore some of the other calculators on site to make them even snazzier, but meanwhile I hope you will check out the connection app to see if it might help you with some summer math fact practice! Have a big slide in the summer!  with a 4th grade student under the roof, you can
bet we've been spending a lot of time lately talking about factions, percentages, and decimal signs. And when I talk a lot of time, I mean a lot of time. The faction is definitely one of those topics that take some time to explain, and the concept of equivalent factions even more so. Let's just say trying to explain 10 years as something with very different numbers, especially those with
a lot more numbers, can be exactly the same, or even less than a reduced share, is not a task for the impatient. Color me impatient, then, because my solution to this equivalent faction puzzle is summed up in this amazing new faction chart I just whipped up... The factional charts in this graph show how the number shown by factions with different denominators correlates with
each other relative to the number line. This makes all equivalent factions line up neatly, and I showed decimal equivalents for the most common Them. This has already answered many questions here and we hope to keep some more of my remaining hair. There are several different versions of the chart, and because the graphic came out so amazing, I decided to Setting up a
poster-sized version as well. Please check them out and let me know what you think in the comments section! What a girl and a guy! You may think that a little bit of luck is all you need to pass these math quizzes bouncing over the rainbow there, but there's a saying here this time in a year... Luck only for leprechauns! For you fine youth, Daddy has a bit of fun practice, which
should get you closer to this pot of gold! Or at least cookies in the St. Patrick's Day party class. This is the second set of sheets in my holiday section, and if you're looking for something March themed, put green socks so you don't get pinched, print out a few sheets and get to practice! St. Patrick's Day Sheets There's more to celebrate this month... Remember that March 14 is Pi
Day! (It's 3/14 for those of you wondering why this date is in particular!). If you're concerned about your wardrobe choices during the day, make sure you check out my 5000 Digits Pi shirt over at my math t-shirt store. You will definitely win any of those who have more pi numbers on shirt contests around the staff room! They're a great March!  nothing welcomes the coming end
of winter as a bit of chocolate, and with Valentine's Day right around the corner you're unlikely to be disappointed. But the robots are not seduced by sweets, and our little mechanical friend above clearly has his heart set on something else... A little math! You can see that he is ecstatic by clicking on the link here... Valentine's Day Sheets These new printed present a new type of
sheet... Coloring! I've added your basic color-by-numbers variations, but you'll also find sheets that cover adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing coloring pages that will test mathematical fact skills. But don't think I neglected the more advanced themes! There are pages with multiple problems (with and without regrouping, where appropriate), long division and more. Please
check them out and if you love them, I hope you will share these sheets with other teachers who will find them useful! I'll be adding more holiday themed sheets throughout the year, so if you have a special request for me note in the comments! Happy Valentine's Day! Everyone loves T-shirts! If you're looking for something unique for a math teacher's gift, or just want your math
geek on, you should check dad's math t-shirt shop... Many of the designs there are my own, but I've also dug out the best of the math-related shirts available on Amazon. Links to shirts (whether mine or others) are all affiliate links and your purchase there helps maintain the site... Mathematics T-shirts Please check it out and let me know if you have ideas for math In the
comments! Comments! Comments!
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